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Sinusoidal‑wavelength‑scanninginterferometer
withdoublefeedbackcontrolforreal‑time
distancemeasurement

OsamiSasaki,KazuhiroAkiyama,andTakamasaSuzuki

Inadditiontoaconventionalphaseatheinterferencesignalofasinusoidal‑wavelength‑scanninginter‑
ferometerhasaphase‑modulationamplitudeZbthatisproportionaltotheopticalpathdiffrenceLand
amplitudebofthewavelengthscan.Landbarecontrolledbyadoublefeedbacksystemsothatthe
phaseaaildtheamplitudeZbarekeptat3‑T/2andtt,respectively.Thevoltageappliedtoadevicethat
displacesareferencemirrortochangetheopticalpathdifferencebecomesarulerwithscalessmallerthan
awavelength.Voltageappliedtoadevicethatdeterminestheamplitudeofthewavelengthscan
becomesarulermarkingeverywavelength.Thesetworulersenableonetomeasureanabsolute
distancelongerthanawavelengthinrealtime.c2002OpticalSocietyofAmerica
OCIScodes:120.3180,120.5050,120.5060.

1. Introduction

solute distance measurement. In Ref. 3 linear

Real‑time distance measurement with a laser inter‑

wavelength scanning was used in heterodyne inter‑
ferometry to obtain a wide range and high accuracy in
the measurement. In Ref. 4 sinusoidal wavelength
scanning was used in sinusoidaLphase modulating
interferometry. However, measurement accuracy
and the range of the interferometer in Ref. 4 were not
sufficient for practical applications.
In this paper we employ the same sinusoidal‑

ferometer is important in applications such as
semiconductor‑wafer positioning, disk‑drive calibra‑
tion, and machine‑tool control. Many instruments
for measuring interferometric distance take a rela‑
tive distance measurement with a single‑wavelength
interferometer. If there are short interruptions in
the optical path, the relative distance measurement

ends in failure. Many applications for distance me‑
trology require absolute distance measurements.
To meet this requirement, two‑wavelength inter‑
ferometers equipped with a function of real‑time
measurement have been developed. For real‑time
measurement, electronic circuits are employed to
process two interference signals instead of computer
processing. The unique techniques of real‑time elec‑
tronic processing in heterodyne interferometry and
sinusoidal‑phase‑modulating interferometry were re‑
ported in Refs. 1 and 2, respectively. Recently
wavelength‑scanning interferometers with a wide
scanning width of ‑10 nm have been applied to ab‑

wavelength‑scanning interferometer by using a super‑
luminescent diode as in Refs. 4 and 5 and propose
interference signal processing with feedback controls
to obtain a high accuracy of several nanometers. In
sinusoidal‑phase‑modulating interferometers the con‑
ventional phase α of the interference signal can be

easily locked at a constant value as reported in Ref. 6,
and the amplitude of sinusoidal wavelength scanning
can be precisely controlled as reported in Re【 4.
These two advantages are utilized in the interferome‑
ter proposed here. In addition to phase α the inter‑

ference signal of the sinusoidal‑wavelength‑scanning
interferometer has a modulation amplitude Zb that is
proportional to the optical path difference (OPD) and
amplitude of the wavelength scan. First phase α is
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kept at a constant value of S‑n/2 by controlling the
position of the reference mirror or the OPD with a
feedback system. The OPD changes from the initial
valueofLtOL, ‑ L ‑ L. ‑ 3人。/4 + mh。,whereh.is
the central wavelength and m is an integer. Next the
voltage Vb, which determines the amplitude of the
wavelength scan, is controlled with a feedback system
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Fig.2.Blockdiagramoffeedbacksignalgenerator1:MA,mul‑
tiplier;LF,low‑passfilter.

putofaSWSlightsourceforaninterferometer.The
time‑varyingintensityofthecollimatedbeamisde‑
notedby/I/(i),whichisdetectedbyphotodiodePD2.
TheoutputbeamfromtheSWSlightsourceis
dividedintotwobeams.Oneofthemisreflectedby
anobject.Theotherisreflectedbyreferencemirror
M2,whichisdisplacedbythePZT.Interferencesig‑
nalSD(t)detectedwithphotodiodePDlisdividedby
intensity/一lJ(t)toobtainaninterferencesignalasfol‑
lows:
Fig. 1. SWS interferometer for real‑time distance measurement:
BSl, BS2, beam splitters; DA, divider; OSC, oscillator.

S{t)‑Si,(t)/IM{t)‑A+Bcos(Zbcosubt+α),(2)

where A and β are constants,
so that the modulation amplitude Zb is kept at ‑n for an
OPD ofL,. Discrete values of the voltage Vb exist as
stable points in the feedback control according to inte‑
ger values of m. Therefore the stable points of the
voltage Vb become a ruler marking every wavelength.
Voltage applied to a piezoelectric transducer (PZT)
that causes a change Ln in the OPD becomes a ruler
with scales smaller than a wavelength. An OPD L
longer than a wavelength can be measured accurately
with two rulers in real time. A great advantage is
that the ruler marking every wavelength can be cali‑
brated automatically with double feedback control by
changing the OPD at intervals of approximately a
wavelength.
2. Interference Signal

Zb ‑ (2ir6/¥。‑)L,
α‑ ‑(2‑/入>)L,
where L is an OPD.
3. Measurement Principle

A. Measurement of /. with Feedback Control
We now explain how to measure a丘actional value of
OPD L by feedback control. The construction of the
feedback signal generator, FSGl, is shown in Fig. 2.
Multiplier MA multiplies signal S{t) with cos(2oibt),
and the output of MA is fed to low‑pass filter LF
whose cutoff frequency is (co6/27r)/10 to obtain a feed‑
back signal,

Figure 1 shows the setup of the interferometer. We

Aj ‑ BJ2(Z,,)cos α ‑g COS α

explain the kind of interference signal that is ob‑

tained in the sinusoidal‑wavelength‑scanning (SWS)
interferometer by using a superluminescent laser di‑
ode (SLD). The output beam from the SLD is colli‑
mated with lens LI and incident on diffraction
grating Gl. The丘rst‑order reflection from the grat‑
ing is Fourier transformed with lens L2 to obtain the
continuous spectrum of the SLD that appears on the
focal plane of lenses L2 and L3. The central wave‑
length of the spectrum is ¥0‑ Slit SL is placed on the
focal plane, and a portion of the spectrum is trans‑
mitted. The slit is connected to the magnetic coil of
a speaker and vibrates sinusoidally with an angular
freqヮency ofco6. The central wavelength of the light
passing through the slit is sinusoidally scanned and
expressed as
入(t) ‑入。+ 6 cos(lObt).

(1)

The light coming from the slit is Fourier transformed
with lens L3 and is incident on grating G2 so that the
first‑order reflection from the grating produces a col‑
limated beam whose propagating direction is con‑
stant for all wavelengths contained in the spectrum
of the SLD. The collimated beam becomes the out‑

(5)

where Jo is the second‑order Bessel function. Feed‑
back controller FCl produces voltage V。 applied to
the PZT. The feedback system controls the position
of reference mirror M2 or the OPD so that the feed‑
back signal Ax becomes zero. The speed of the feed‑
back control is determined mainly by the cutoff
frequency of the low‑pass filter, LF, in the feedback
signal generator, FSGl. A change in the OPD
caused by this feedback control is illustrated in Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3 negative feedback works in the region

Negative
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Fig. 3. Change in the OPD by feedback control. lvhich keeps
phase a at 3tt/2.
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fier, VCA, and determines the amplitude Vb of the
voltage applied to the speaker. The feedback system
controls the amplitude Vb or the amplitude b of the
wavelength scanning so that the signal A2 becomes
zero. This makes modulation amplitude Zh equal to
77. Then wehave

「訂 ・A,
ォサb

皿l!
Fig. 4. Block diagram offeedback signal generator 2: SH, sam‑
pie holder; SB, subtractor.

b ‑ kQ‑/2Lc ‑ 2¥o/(4m + 3).

where the differential coefficient ofAl with respect to
α is positive, and the positive feedback works in the

region where the differential coefficient is negative.
First the OPD is at L and the position ofsignalAx is
at point Q. The position of signal Ax is i‑loved to a
stable point, P, by feedback control. Phase α be‑

comes 3tt/2 + 2ratt, where m is an integer. In Fig.
3 the value ofLiX is positive when the first OPD L
changes to a smaller OPD Lz by movement of the
reference mirror, M2. L。 is a fractional value of the
OPDL tobe measured. The OPD atthestablepoint
of the feedback control is given by

Lz‑L‑Ltl‑3¥o/4+mko.

(6)

It is assumed that the first position, Q, of signal Ax
is at a point at which a negative value ofsignalAl is
very small in the positive feedback region. In this
case it is unclear whether the position moves to the
right‑hand side in Fig. 3, because sometimes noise
contained in signal At pulls the position to the left
side. When the position of signal Ax moves to the
left side, the value of Lα exceeds入。/2. The same

situation occurs when the first position, Q, of signal
Aj is at a point at which a positive value ofsignalAx
is very small in the positive feedback region. There‑
fore the range of L。 is approximately between一入o/2

and Xo/2. If an initial condition is given in which
Ltl ‑ 0 at Va ‑ 0, La can be obtained by measuring
the applied voltage Vu from the relationship ofLu ‑
βV¥, where β is a constant. Its measurement accu‑

B. Measurement of L, with Feedback Control

We explain how to measure an integer nlultiple of the
wavelength in the OPD L. Since the phase α is kept

at 3ir/2 by feedback control, the interference signal is

(7)

where
Zb ‑ (2776/入。‑)Lご

(8)

The construction of feedback signal generator FSG2
is shown in Fig. 4. Signal S(t) is sampled with sam‑
pie holders, SHs, when cos t山bt ‑ 1 and cos u>bt ‑ ‑1

sothatsignalsSl ‑A ‑BsinZhandS̲x ‑A +B
sin Zh are obtained. From these signals a feedback
signal

A.,‑S ,‑S,‑2B sinZ,

(9)

is generated. A feedback controller, FC2, produces
voltage AVb that is fed to the voltage control ampli‑
3908
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The values of b are discrete, corresponding to the
values of in. Since amplitude b is proportional to

amplitude Vb with a form of6 ‑ D^f, + Do, the

values ofVh are also discrete. These discrete values
of the amplitude Vb at which Zb is equal to T are
referred to as stable points of Vb.
The measured value of6 is obtained from the mea‑
sured value of Vh, and the measured value ofL, is
calculated by the relationship ofLz ‑ ¥02/26. Since
Lz is given in Eq. (6), the following value is calculated
by using the measured value ofL2
m。 ‑ (L. ‑ 3人o/4)/入

(ll)

Integer m can be decided by rounding off the value of
mc to an integer if a measurement error of Lz is
smaller than ¥o/2. Finally the OPD is calculated
with
L‑3人o/4+m入
Note

that

once

the

+Lr

relationship

between

(12)
the

inte一

ger values ofm and the stable points of Vb is given,
the OPD can be obtained directly from Eq. (12) with‑
out calculating mc. This means that the stable
points of Vb are regarded as a ruler marking every

wavelength, and the voltage ㌔ is regarded as a ruler

with scales smaller than a wavelength. The calibra‑
tion of the ruler produced by the voltage Vb can be
made automatically by double feedback control by
changing the OPD at intervals of approximately a
wavelength.
4. Experiment
An interferometer for real‑time distance measure‑

racy is of the order of nanometers.

S(t) ‑A ‑B sin(Z6cosubt),

(10)

ment shown in Fig. 1 has been constructed. The
central wavelength ¥o and the spectral bandwidth of
the SLD were 788.7 and 20 nm, respectively. A
1200‑line/mm holographic grating was used for Gl
and G2. The focus length of lenses LI and L2 was 25
mm, and the width of slit SL was ‑100 jxm. The
angular frequency of co6/2t7 was 400 Hz.
Mirror Ml fixed on a stage was used as an object.
We displaced the object with a micrometer to change
the OPD. By increasing the OPD at intervals of
approximately one wavelength, we could move a sta‑

ble point of Vb to the next point sequentially. We
obtained 83 stable points ofVb whose order is denoted
by the numberNof0‑82, as shown in Fig. 5. The
stability of the stable points with time is shown in
Fig. 6. The numbers of the stable points are N =
1‑3 in Fig. 6(a) andiV ‑ 80‑82 in Fig. 6仲). The
difference between two values of Vb at the adjacent
stable points becomes smaller as the number N in‑
creases. In Fig. 6(a) it is easy to distinguish the
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Fig.5.StablepointsofVb.

Fig. 7. Relationship between Vb and 6.

threestablepoints.ThemaximumvalueofV/de‑
pendsonthespectralbandwidthoftheSLD.Itis
4.86VatN‑0.Figure6(b)showsthelimitin
distinguishingthethreestablepoints.Themini‑
mumvalueofVbis1.93VatN‑82.
WeneedtherelationshipbetweenbandVhtocon‑
vertthemeasuredvalueofVbintoavalueof6.We
explainhowtoobtaintherelationship丘omthein‑
terferencesignalgivenbyEq.(7),inwhichthefeed‑
backcontrolofVbdoesnotwork.Firstwe丘xedthe
valueofVbanddetectedtheinterferencesignalgiven
byEq.(7).WecalculatedthevalueofZhfromthe
interferencesignalwithacomputerbythemethodof
sinusoidal‑phase‑modulatinginterferometryde‑
scribedinRef.7.BychangingtheOPDL,wefound
therelationshipofZb‑yL.Since‑y‑2‑nb/入we
couldcalculatethevalueof6.Nextwechangedthe
valueofVb,andweobtainedtherelationshipbetween
bandVb,asshowninFig.7.Fromthisresultthe
relationshipofb‑1.59V6+0.059wasdetermined.
Wetriedtodeterminetheintegerm.Wecon‑
vertedthestablepointsofVbshowninFig.5into
valuesofbwiththerelationshipb‑1.59V6+0.
andobtainedmeasuredvalues。fL2=X。2/2b.鑑9e
valuesofm^werecalculatedfromthemeasuredval‑
uesofLzbyEq.(ll).Figure8showsthedifferences
betweenthevalueofmcandtheintegerofitsround
number.Sincetheabsolutevalueofthedifference

was less than 0.5 in the region ofN ‑ 20‑70, we could
determine the values of integer m. From this result
the relationship ofm ‑ 46 + N was obtained.
Mirror Ml丘xed on a stage was used as an object.
Displacement D of the object with a micrometer
changed the OPD at intervals of‑5 ￨xm. We calcu‑
lated the values of mr from the measured values ofVh
at the stable points by using the relationship b ‑

1.59V6 + 0.059. Measured results are shown atTa‑
ble

1.

The

values

of

Lα

were

calculated

with

rela‑

tionship La ‑ βV,., where β ‑ 83.37 nm/V. Since
the measurement error in Vn was estimated to be less
than

0.1

V,

the

measurement

error

in

LはorL

was

less

than 8 nm. The differences between the value ofm.
and an integer of its round number were within 0.03,
which means that the measurement was carried out
exactly.

Displacement D of the object with a micrometer
changed the OPD at intervals of‑10い..m. Measured

results are shown at Table 2. In this measurement
we determined values of m by the relationship be‑
tween the values of m and the stable points of Vb.
Although many measured values of L。 were between
‑¥o/2 and Xo/2, we sometimes encountered mea‑
sured values larger than ¥o/2. In Table 2 the mea‑

sured value was 467 nm at ID

‑

60

￨xm. We

con丘rmed that the measurement range was from 37
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Fig. 8. Values ofm ‑ mc at the stable points ofVb shown in Fig.
3

Table 1. Results of Measurements with a Value of b
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、
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Fig. 6. Stabilityofthestable pointswithtime: (a)N ‑ 1. 2, and
3,(b)N‑ 80, 81, and82.

2.60
2.43

time (s)

10
15
20

2.30
2.17
2.06

4.19
3.92
3.72
3.51
3.33

74799
79953
84400
89372
94060

mc

(nm) (nml

93.69

74792

‑3.1 ‑258 100.20

‑3.0

‑250

79536

4744

‑0.2

‑17

105.82

84529

4994

‑2.0

‑167

112.09

89131

4602

175 118.01

94225

5094

2.1
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Table 2. Results of Measurement with a Value of m

2D
jxm)

V,(V)

m Va(VI L(1(nm) L(nml

ユL(nra)

4.77

47

‑3.2

267

10

3.92

60

1.8

150

48264

20

3.32

‑2.3

192

58218

9954

30

2.80

1.8

150

69648

1 1430

40

2.46

99

3.3

275

79277

50

2.17

112

3.6

300

89598

10321

5.6

467

10006 1

10463

60

1.98

73
87

125

37551
10713

9629

to 102 p.m in which the value of6 changed from 8.3 to
3.1 nm. The measurenlent rate was ‑20 Hz, which
was determined by the cutoff frequency of the low‑
pass filter employed in the feedback control of Va.
5. Conclusion

We have proposed a sinusoidal‑wavelength‑scanning
interferometer in which the OPD and the amplitude
of the sinusoidal wavelength scan are controlled by
the double‑feedback‑control system. The voltage
applied to the PZT that displaces the reference mirror
and makes the phase α equal to 3‑tt/2 becomes a ruler

with scales smaller than a wavelength. The voltage
applied to the speaker that determines the amplitude
of the wavelength scan and makes the amplitude Zb
equal to ‑n becomes a ruler marking every wave‑
length. The ruler marking every wavelength could
be calibrated automatically with double feedback
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control by changing the OPD at intervals of approx‑
imately a wavelength. These two rulers enabled us
to measure an absolute distance longer than a wave‑
length in real time. The measurement range was
from 37 to 102 i⊥m, and the measurement error was
less than 8 nm. The measurement ratewas ‑20 Hz.
Studies are now under way to improve these charac‑
tenstics.
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